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Pre-order this my new album today for
exclusive updates, private concerts and more!
See and hear it come to life!
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Featured Items
80's press shot +
AccessPass

Album

Sample Artist Tracks
Hello again dear friends,
I’m sure you’ve heard it said, that the album
is “dying!” Still people ask me when I will
make another.

How It Shone
Thunderstorm

Wicklow Hills (Original Version)
The world of music has almost split into 2
categories now, those that stream single
songs and and those that still like the
concept of an album, a body of work that takes them on a musical journey like a novel or a
movie, and want their favourite musicians to keep creating while making a livelihood. A
great album can take us through a lifetime, a streamed song seems fleeting and remote.
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I have something extra uplifting in mind for this album. I have found a Manhattan Jewel
hidden among the skyscrapers, a small Church built by the same man that created the

$20

£13 GBP (approx.)
20 left
Hi quality Glossy 6″×8″ B & W
photos of P.T. specially produced
for the press in the pre digital era
of the 80’s personally signed f…
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concept of an album, a body of work that takes them on a musical journey like a novel or a
movie, and want their favourite musicians to keep creating while making a livelihood. A
great album can take us through a lifetime, a streamed song seems fleeting and remote.

20 left
Hi quality Glossy 6″×8″ B & W
photos of P.T. specially produced
for the press in the pre digital era
of the 80’s personally signed f…

I have something extra uplifting in mind for this album. I have found a Manhattan Jewel
hidden among the skyscrapers, a small Church built by the same man that created the
metropolitan Opera House (c1850) It has great acoustics, but even greater instruments, a
Baldwin Grand Piano, a Harpsichord and a full pipe organ. Pastor Chris (a beautiful man)
heard me perform there in a Christmas special and is allowing full access. I want to bring
you along for the making of this. The history of this Church should be big help to bring
attention for the launch. I have a 20 Euro note stuck to my fridge that someone paid for a
CD with, on it they wrote “there’s a lot of love in your music” the goodness of this
environment should only help to capture that elusive love; Playing this organ truly excites
me, and that’s how the special songs come about.
I’m teaming with PledgeMusic once again to release this album – you all supported me
greatly through my last campaign. Through the changing music industry, I have been in and
out of different labels and experiences. When I found PledgeMusic I finally found
somewhere that was a perfect fit for me, my music, and most importantly, you, my
supporters.
By pre-ordering my new album here, you will have access to exclusive updates that I will be
posting so you can experience the album as it is made. Also, every pre-order comes with
a digital download of the album, which I’ll send out as soon as its ready!
During my last release on PledgeMusic I promised that I would not short-change you with
my music and I hold that promise true. Join me as we do this again together.

Store
Cheers,
Pierce

AccessPass™ included with all exclusive items!
Digital Download

Access to this artist's updates

Pricing & Availability: United Kingdom

Shipping and handling
All Exclusives

List Grid

Tap exclusive items to view details

80's press shot +
AccessPass

Catch a Wave EP CD
+ AccessPass

Color Signed Stage
Pass for Sky/Ground
Tour + AccessPass

Print of photo- Turner
and Kirwan and Pete
Seeger signed +
AccessPass

$26

$23

£17 GBP (approx.)

£15 GBP (approx.)

$20

£13 GBP (approx.)
20 left
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Hi quality Glossy 6″×8″ B &
W photos of P.T. specially

19 left

7 left
4 track cd featuring the
song “Fading Away” (as
featured in the video) and
Pierce’s brilliant cover of

$25

£17 GBP (approx.)
25 left

A print of a very unique
photo taken at an Upstate
Damn of Turner and (Larry)
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Kirwan of Wexford with
Pete Seeger (signed by

$20

£13 GBP (approx.)
20 left
Hi quality Glossy 6″×8″ B &
W photos of P.T. specially
produced for the press in
the pre digital era of the
80’s personally signed for
you by Pierce-makes an
ideal present for a fan.

3 Minute World CD +

19 left

7 left
4 track cd featuring the
song “Fading Away” (as
featured in the video) and
Pierce’s brilliant cover of
the Boys Classic “Catch a
Wave” With Cole Porters
“Little One” from High
Society and the blazer…
“Grizzly Bear”

Angelic language CD
+ AccessPass

AccessPass

$25

£17 GBP (approx.)
25 left
Beautiful colour back stage
pass for the sky and the
ground tour-mint conditionprinted on cloth (satin like)
with sticker back-unpeeled
of course-signed if you
wish-only 25 in existance

Manana in Manhattan
live cd signed +

A print of a very unique
photo taken at an Upstate
Damn of Turner and (Larry)
Kirwan of Wexford with
Pete Seeger (signed by
Pete w banjo drawing) take
on our first year in the U.S.
Pete took us under his wi…
and played all along the
Hudson with him, benefits to
clean
river. Ion
played
New the
Album
CDhim
+
again months before he
AccessPass
died at Cooper Union, he
was 94, and he signed the
decades old photo for me.
Signed to you from me.

AccessPass

$28

$28

£18 GBP (approx.)

£18 GBP (approx.)

$28

£18 GBP (approx.)
Available
This thematic album about
time has risen with time to
show just what an innovative
artist PT is-In its third
pressing now-featuring the
astounding 8 minute opus
“Life in a Day” ;signed

Available

Available
This album has become a
quiet treasure for PT fans-a
classic musical journey
through Pierce’s deep
classical and inventive
world. signed

The Boy To Be With
CD signed +

$28

£18 GBP (approx.)

My new album available on
CD.

Available
The “best of” live album, this
CD won Pierce Solo artist
of the year Award in Irelanda true PT classic. with 3
previously unreleased
bonus tracks

Signed CD +
AccessPass

AccessPass

SongS for a VeRRy
Small OrcHestra cd
cda + AccessPass

A New Short Story by
Pierce + AccessPass

$33

£22 GBP (approx.)
47 left
My new album available on
CD, signed by me.

$28

£18 GBP (approx.)

$28

£18 GBP (approx.)
Available
The actual cd hard copy
with Mario Quintana’s
wonderful cover art-signed .

Turner &Kirwan of
Wexford Poster
signed + AccessPass
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Available
The hard copy of this
classic Pierce Turner CD
with it’s beautiful art work
and booklet by Joseph
Prieboy-with many songs,
including the title track,
having become major hits
live. Signed.

Original lyrics to "He's
the Guy" signed +
AccessPass

$30

£20 GBP (approx.)

Pledgers Only Gig NYC + AccessPass

19 left
A new short story by Pierce
about his early days in New
York with Larry Kirwan-He
will email this to you
personally or as a gift to
someone-adding a short
note if you wish.

$45

£30 GBP (approx.)
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Exclusive T-Shirt +

Available

£18 GBP (approx.)

$28

£18 GBP (approx.)
Available
The actual cd hard copy
with Mario Quintana’s
wonderful cover art-signed .

Turner &Kirwan of
Wexford Poster
signed + AccessPass

Available
The hard copy of this
classic Pierce Turner CD
with it’s beautiful art work
and booklet by Joseph
Prieboy-with many songs,
including the title track,
having become major hits
live. Signed.

Original lyrics to "He's
the Guy" signed +
AccessPass

$30

£20 GBP (approx.)
19 left
A new short story by Pierce
about his early days in New
York with Larry Kirwan-He
will email this to you
personally or as a gift to
someone-adding a short
note if you wish.

Exclusive T-Shirt +

Be one of the few very
special fans to attend a
intimate pledger-only
parlour gig in New York
City. *Travel expenses not
included.

$43

£24 GBP (approx.)

Signed Poster +

Available

Signed Show Poster
+ AccessPass

$36

This is the original Turner
and Kirwan of Wexford
poster, It’s the only copy that
I know of, I found it in a box
under the bed. What we are
offering here is a high
quality reproduction copy,
signed.

$45

£30 GBP (approx.)

AccessPass

30 left

Pledgers Only Gig NYC + AccessPass

$40

£26 GBP (approx.)
1 left
Printed lyrics to he’s the guy
with hand written changes
and notes to myself, it ends
up looking like a
handwritten map over printthis was the last track on
“Songs for a veRrY Small
Orchestra” A personal…
favourite-

AccessPass

Signed Vinyl-"The Sky
and The Ground" +
AccessPass

£28 GBP (approx.)
Available
New design just for
pledgers. Unisex T Shirt,
please specify size,
remember it IS unisex. The
shirt will be charcoal grey,
with a line from a Pierce
Turner song written
tastefully (Possibly in lime…
green) “Love can’t always
be articulate”

Vinyl of my 1st LP
signed "It's only a
long way across" +
AccessPass

$58

£38 GBP (approx.)
10 left
Own a signed poster from
one of my previous shows.

20" x 24" signed live
color photo +

$47

£31 GBP (approx.)

AccessPass

50 left
A signed poster featuring
the artwork from the new
album. Signed.

$50

£33 GBP (approx.)

Handwritten Lyric
Sheet + AccessPass
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All gone!
My second album for
Beggars Banquet, my black
and white album, sort of my
“Revolver” I suppose, There
is even a bar in Wexford
called after thus album-I only
have a couple and then

$50

£33 GBP (approx.)
2 left
My first solo album on
Beggars Banquet-produced
by Philip Glass-Includes 2
songs that Christy Moore
covered " Wicklow Hills"
and “Musha God Help Her”
Signed to you/ I have a few,
and that’s it forever!

$132

£87 GBP (approx.)
1 left
Huge original color
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20″×24″print from live show
in Manhattan 1986 during

Handwritten Lyric
Sheet + AccessPass

2 left

All gone!
My second album for
Beggars Banquet, my black
and white album, sort of my
“Revolver” I suppose, There
is even a bar in Wexford
called after thus album-I only
have a couple and then
that’s it! Great art work wi…
inner lyric sleeve. Signed to
you.

Rare Now is heaven
poster + AccessPass

$62

£41 GBP (approx.)

My first solo album on
Beggars Banquet-produced
by Philip Glass-Includes 2
songs that Christy Moore
covered " Wicklow Hills"
and “Musha God Help Her”
Signed to you/ I have a few,
and that’s it forever!

Your Name In The
Liner Notes + Signed
CD + AccessPass

$132

£87 GBP (approx.)
1 left
Huge original color
20″×24″print from live show
in Manhattan 1986 during
famous “Tour of Manhattan”
signed to you, brilliantly
taken and signed by Carol
Fonde-too big to
scan,snapped with IPhon…
here

Platinum Patron
engraved disc +

3 left
I will write out the lyrics to
one of my songs by hand
just for you.

AccessPass

Recording Visit +
AccessPass

$83

£55 GBP (approx.)

$68

99 left

£45 GBP (approx.)
10 left

$500

£330 GBP (approx.)
Available
I will be recording my new
album in a beautiful church
in NYC. Come spend an
afternoon with me while I
am recording tracks and
editing. Hear and see the
recording process before
your eyes. *Travel…
expenses not included,
NYC only.

Find

Learn

Very rare and beautiful
glossy b&w Now Is Heaven
Poster with gaelic writing,
exclusively for Green Linnet
release, only 10 copies
exist that I know of, drawing
by the master the craftsman
who does those Time…
magazine covers.

Private Concert +
AccessPass

Gold Patron engraved
disc + AccessPass

$2,000

£1321 GBP (approx.)
Available
If you can afford to make
this kind of difference to the
project, bless you for your
kindness. This will be an
engraved disc with your
name as a Platinum Patron
of this album, beautifully
framed. International…
pledgers will be
contacted regarding
shipping on this item
after pledging.

$1,500

£991 GBP (approx.)
8 left

$1,000
Launch

£660 GBP (approx.)
PledgeMusic ©2015
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Receive a one of a kind
“thank you” by having your
name in a special section of
the liner notes of my CD.
You will also get a signed
copy of my CD!

Terms & Privacy

I will play a parlour show at
in your home for you and
your family and friends!
*Available in NYC, Dublin
Search
and Wexford.
Send Feedback

FAQ

Sign In

English ▾
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